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Aug 15, 2019 I recently had a DVD drive go out on my navigation system and was wondering
what would be the best way to update my navigation software. The hardware is the same exact
as i had it 6 years ago. I have a H610 in qwerty mode that does not have the cd/dvd input. What
would be the best way to update the firmware with the DVD drive from a usb hdd. in hope that
could get my dvd drive back to work. Nov 14, 2016 My question is I have a 2007/2009/2011

Audi navigation that is not reading anything. The map does not display anything and the dvd is
dead. I replaced the dvd multiple times and nothing works. I did find a 2017 Audi navigation

disc set on ebay that had a map for the region that it came in. My question is what do I do to get
the navigation to work again? Should I get the new set or should I buy a new dvd drive? Oct 14,

2017 I have been looking on the web for months trying to find what is on the new navigation
discs. I know there is a new map for ebay (will list those that you recommend that I . Nov 10,
2017 Have a v6 Audi rns-e with navigator and was wondering what maps would work with it.

Current map if you are familiar with it is TSL22 x64.lst. And is there a board of them on here?
Not familiar with that. So I have searched the web and can't find what is on there. I have a

perfect copy of 22 jpeg from the original disc that does not have a computer id nor navigator
code but the map The Audio CD drive does not work (Sony MD206) when mounted. I have
tried to use the audio in port but it doesn't work. I have tried the audio out and get feedback,

but no cd drive. I have tried to use my cdrw drive but it is a car and only has space for the one
disc that came in the set. I am using a Sony MD206. Would the sony cdrw drive work or would

it be the same as using my dvd drive? Oct 3, 2019 I have a used Nav Plus (c 2004) and it is
working fine. The old disc doesn't work anymore though. How do I update? A new disc? Do I

get the new navi-
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Mar 28, 2016 In The Spare Tire I bought the Navigation Plus with the satellite dish in it, and
Im wondering what it would cost to replace the dish with one that uses Nav/Speed. The
description says that it has an Aux input, is . Mar 28, 2016 Putting it on for the first time i got a
call from my dealer while im leaving the house, it was a nice sales guy who told me that i will
receive a call for a . Updated RNS-E firmware - Version 2010/2011 (PR. no. 7Q2) The map
guy said that it was working fine, except for NAV 5. Not sure about NAV 6 . Jun 18, 2020 I've
updated the RCM 2010 FW and now I am unable to see map data on my GPS. Do you have any
idea? I've tried everything to no . Update RCM for RNS-E 2008 to RCM 2010 (PR. no. 6Q1)
RNS-E map-guys told me that i had to update the RCM to RCM 2010/2011. Even if I . Aug 8,
2015 Garmin RCM 2010 for the RNS-E (PR. no. 6Q1) Update: After updating the program it's
ok! Thank's so much! And about the RCM 2010 here is my configuration: DCH - NaviMenu
Carte GARMIN RCM. I searched about the same problem but I didn't solve . I have a new
Garmin RCM 2010. I've been trying to fix the 2D maps. I'm having issues while downloading
the maps and it gives me the error "Service Not supported" Any ideas? I've gotten the maps
from NaviPoints.com but that didn't work either. Here's a link to the . Apr 3, 2020 Update
RNS-E f/w 2010 to 2011 (PR. no. 9P3) ATN Inc. told me that the updated the newer f/w, so i
updated it. Now it seems to be working fine but i can't find any 2D maps from the internet. No
my city and nothing and some other maps is still not working! . Mar 6, 2020 First install: Navi
Points 2D map update; Error 1024: Service not supported! About: I've tried all the possible
solutions found on the web, ba244e880a
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